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Cloud computing:
bringing opportunities
and risks
Outsourcing the technology
processes that are so vital to
business today is becoming
increasingly popular.
Cloud computing, the stuff of futuristic dreams
when it was first written about in the 1960s, is now
in use by more than 80 per cent of UK businesses,
according to industry body Cloud Industry Forum.i
The reason is easy to see. Companies that contract
with others for technology hardware, software and
services see the potential for cost savings, instant
scalability to meet growing or fluctuating demand,
and more efficient use of technology resources.

We cover:
• Definitions of frequently used terms
• The rising popularity of cloud computing
• The exposures a company faces
• Ways to manage risk while still gaining benefits
We hope that you find this report helpful and would
welcome any feedback.
Mark Crane
Technology Practice Leader
Travelers
mcrane2@travelers.com
+44 (0)20 3207 6232

However, this cloud computing bargain may come
with a significant downside. Once a company places
data in the hands of others, risks mount.
Problems range from lack of access and data
corruption to security breaches and legal liability.
Overall, the benefits of cloud computing may still
outweigh the risks – but only if those risks are
identified and carefully managed. In this report,
we consider how companies can do just that.
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What is cloud
computing?
Companies, once reluctant to rely on
others for technology solutions that
were not controlled in-house, are
increasingly looking for less expensive
and more efficient ways to collect,
manipulate and store their data.
Providers of cloud computing services meet that
need by ‘renting’ technology infrastructure to
companies, as and when they need it. As data
grows, and computing and storage needs increase,
companies pay cloud providers based on how much
service they use, instead of investing in more of their
own servers, adding new software or growing their
technology workforce.
There are three main service models
for cloud computing:
IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service)
In the most basic service model, companies can buy
access to processing, storage, network and other
computing infrastructure. One benefit is that users
do not have to invest in expensive infrastructure for
the future, just paying for infrastructure/services
as needed.

Increasing adoption
of cloud-based services
Use of cloud-based services by UK
businesses has increased significantly
in recent years.

SaaS (Software as a Service)
In this popular model, users access software in a web
browser, rather than having to buy and manage their
own software.
There is usually no need to download software or
applications on individual computers, which can
be a big benefit for companies, as is the fact that
maintenance and support is usually handled by the
SaaS provider.

This trend is clear in the Cloud Industry Forum’s
research, which shows that use of cloud-based
solutions rose from 48 per cent in 2010 to 84 per
cent in 2015. A vast majority – 94 per cent – of those
using a cloud-based service also said that they have
experienced tangible benefits as a result, such as
faster or more flexible access to technology.ii

PaaS (Platform as a Service)
The PaaS model is targeted at application
developers. Cloud providers offer web-based
platforms – along with a range of tools – that
allow developers to develop and test applications.
This method is relatively streamlined and
cost effective.
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Spending on cloud-based solutions looks unlikely to
slow down. In a Computer Weekly and TechTarget
survey of UK IT professionals and managers for
2015, 36 per cent of respondents said that they
would be increasing their spend on cloud services
during the year.iii
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“As data grows, and computing and storage needs increase,
companies pay cloud providers based on how much service
they use, instead of investing in more of their own servers,
adding new software or growing their technology workforce.”
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84%

36%

of UK companies use at least
one cloud-based service

of respondents said they would be increasing
their spend on cloud services during the year
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Disconnect
on security
Even though the rush to the cloud
appears to be continuing, it is
tempered by widespread concern
about the risks that are involved.
In the Cloud Industry Forum survey, 70 per cent of
respondents were concerned about data security
and 61 per cent were concerned about data privacy
– and said that such concerns were preventing them
from moving certain applications to the cloud.iv

Adoption Trends in Cloud Computing 2011-2014, a
report by Claranet, also found that concerns about
data security and privacy remain the two biggest
inhibitors to cloud adoption, finding that these are
key concerns for 70 per cent of those surveyed.v
Despite the importance of security to customers,
there is a lack of clarity between cloud providers and
users about who is primarily responsible for data
security. In fact, many cloud providers do not see
security as a key component of their business model
– something that users should be aware of.

What can go wrong?
In essence, when you sign up with a
cloud computing provider, you are
turning over some of your functions
and/or data to people who don’t work
for you and who are beyond your
direct control. At the same time, your
legal obligations, whatever they may
be, do not all go away simply because
you have contracted out services.
The following steps include both proactive and
reactive measures for maintaining your reputation.
Risk 1: Lack of access
Perhaps the biggest risk is that you are placing
your data, operational processes or technological
capability in the hands of others. If something
happens to the cloud provider’s equipment or the
business suddenly closes its doors, how will you
continue to operate?
The problem may be as simple as a service outage
that means you can’t access data for a limited
amount of time. But there may be more complex
situations, such as a hacking event that causes
information to be stolen. Will the cloud providers
give you access to conduct a forensic examination to
identify the problem and assess the damage, or will
the providers refuse to cooperate, insisting that you
take their word that the problem was limited and the
threat is over? Will your response be timely enough
to comply with laws regarding privacy breaches and
disclosure to those impacted?

70%

61%

of respondents said they were
concerned about data security

of respondents were concerned
about data privacy
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In addition, if you decide you are unhappy with the
cloud provider’s service, is there a mechanism for
you to retrieve your data or transition it to a different
provider? Or if the cloud provider goes under – not
a far-fetched scenario in an intensely competitive
business – will you be financially compensated so that
you can move on with your company’s work?
Risk 2: Security as a low priority
As noted earlier, many cloud providers do not
see security as a key component of their business
model. The way that some companies often end up
contracting for cloud services adds to the risk.
Rather than a uniform, high-level decision made by
corporate leaders with appropriate scrutiny of all
issues, in many companies end users arrange their
own cloud computing use.
There are many scenarios for how a lack of emphasis
on security may affect you. One example is that your
competitors may be using the same cloud providers.
Are there adequate firewalls to protect your data
from being commingled with theirs? Can you be
certain that others will not be able to access your
account, either on purpose or by mistake?
The bottom line is that your company may already
be moving into the cloud without taking precautions
– leaving security up to cloud providers is not an
adequate solution for controlling risks that you would
never take if the data remained in your hands.

“Leaving security up to cloud providers is
not an adequate solution for controlling
risks that you would never take if the data
remained in your hands.”
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What can go wrong?
continued

How to manage cloud
computing risks

Continued
Risk 3: “Take it or leave it” contracts
Cloud computing service agreements are often
pro-vendor and may lack adequate protection for
cloud users.

Risk 4: Legal compliance
Contracting for computer cloud services does not
transfer the primary obligation for compliance from
your company to the cloud providers.

For example, if an equipment outage cuts off your
access to data or processing capability and you lose
business income, what damages are you able to
collect? If the vendor’s error or failure to perform is
responsible for a breach of private information, what
responsibility will the vendor assume for complying
with legal requirements?

This raises a number of issues. What will you do if
a regulator requires you to produce records that
the cloud provider is not able to locate or asks
you to demonstrate that personal data is properly
processed? What if a regulator requests your records
from a cloud provider and you wish to challenge
that request – but the cloud provider simply gives up
the records?

Another example is that a cloud provider
may subcontract with others for services or
infrastructure without notifying you. This may
expose you to a company you are not even aware of
and have not been able to evaluate as someone you
want to do business with.
If you seek modifications of the cloud provider’s
contract, you may be told to “take it or leave it”.
Limiting liability for non-performing software and
service outages has long been a hallmark of internet
companies (in our personal lives most of us routinely
accept licensing agreements – even those that
absolve vendors from all responsibility for anything
that goes wrong – when we install the latest version
of software). Nonetheless, contracts should always
be reviewed and assessed for exposure to risks.

If your data is stored in a foreign country or your
processing takes place overseas, is it transferred
and processed legally? Are there any additional
responsibilities imposed by other countries.
If data is breached overseas, are there notification
requirements that you are not aware of?
It’s not just regulators. You might also face claims
from individuals for breach of privacy or data
protection legislation. Ultimately, you are responsible
for your company’s legal obligations, whether to
customers or regulators. Your risk can be managed
contractually but your legal obligations are not all
eliminated or transferred.

Even with these risks spelled out,
your company may decide that
the benefits of cost savings and
computing resource flexibility
outweigh potential risks.
If so, the best way to move forward is to implement
the same level of due diligence that you would in
making any other contracting decision.
1.	make sure that the right people – such as
technology experts, risk managers and lawyers
– in your organization are assessing the risk,
evaluating the cloud provider’s services, and
mitigating exposures through contractual
provisions, including use of indemnity and
transferring liability.
This includes
• Understanding the vendor’s security policies
and practices to make sure that they align with
your standards.
• Planning for business continuity in case of
unexpected vendor problems, including a plan
for transitioning data back in-house or to another
vendor if necessary.
• Creating a measurable service level agreement
that meets your needs and is enforceable.
(This may include up-time guarantees and
compensation when the service level falls below
the guarantee).
• Requiring transparency if services are
subcontracted, data is moved out of the country
or a breach occurs.

“Perhaps the biggest risk is that you
are placing your data, operational
processes or technological
capability in the hands of others.”
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• Establishing processes and responsibilities for
responding to a breach, including actions to
be taken within specific timeframes, forensic
examinations to be conducted, compliance with
legal and regulatory obligations and costs to
be covered.
2.	decide within your organization what data to send
to the cloud, what data should be maintained
in-house, and how to back up and archive all
data for disaster recovery planning purposes and
regulatory compliance. Companies may want to
think twice before outsourcing the control of
mission-critical data and processes.
3.	make sure once your contract is in place that
someone actively manages it, monitoring
performance and requiring compliance with
contract provisions, including service level
agreements. The best contract is of little use if it
is not continually enforced.
4.	work closely with your broker and insurer to
understand your insurance coverage. Cyber risk
policies typically protect you from the cost of
losses that your customers incur because of
technology problems you encounter, such as
transmission of viruses, denial of service or
disclosure of private information.
However, there is no standard cloud computing
coverage that compensates you for losses to your
business caused by cloud providers. Instead, tap
into your carrier’s risk expertise to identify ways
to minimise risks, protect your business continuity
capability, and understand what risk transfer options
are available.

“Make sure that the right people in your organization
are assessing the risk, evaluating the cloud provider’s
services, and mitigating exposures through
contractual provisions.”
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Sources and further reading
UK Cloud Adoption & Trends for 2016,
Cloud Industry Forum
https://www.cloudindustryforum.org/content/ukcloudadoption-trends-2016

i	Download the full report at
http://www.navisite.co.uk/resource-centre/
market-insight/cif-uk-cloud-adoption-snapshottrends-2016

IT Priorities Report 2015 – UK, Computer Weekly
and TechTarget
http://www.computerweekly.com/ehandbook/ITPriorities-2015-UK

ii	Download the full report at
http://www.navisite.co.uk/resource-centre/
market-insight/cif-uk-cloud-adoption-snapshottrends-2016

Adoption trends in cloud computing 2011-14,
Claranet
http://www.claranet.co.uk/sites/all/assets/uk/
Claranet%20Research%20Report%20-%20
Adoption%20Trends%20in%20Cloud%20
Computing%202011-2014.pdf

iii Download the full report at
	http://www.computerweekly.com/ehandbook/ITPriorities-2015-UK

10 Steps to Cyber Security, government
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/cyberriskmanagement-a-board-level-responsibility/10steps-summary
UK cyber security: the role of insurance in
managing and mitigating the risk, government
and Marsh
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/
uploads/attachment_data/file/415354/UK_Cyber_
Security_Report_Final.pdf
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iv	Download the full report at
http://www.navisite.co.uk/resource-centre/
market-insight/cif-uk-cloud-adoptionsnapshottrends-2016
v	http://www.claranet.co.uk/sites/all/assets/uk/
Claranet%20Research%20Report%20-%20
Adoption%20Trends%20in%20Cloud%20
Computing%202011-2014.pdf
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